


Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
The nylon is printed with a 

wool-like effect

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Canadian Raccoon fur (natural) Detachable

Fur (bottom of the jacket) Canadian Raccoon fur (natural) Not detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Water-resistant

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                 385 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 75 is a short down jacket enriched with glamorous fur details. The garment is entirely

Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-tech

components (such as water-resistant zips), the jacket is the perfect ally against the extreme

cold. The garment can also be worn as a practical backpack, thanks to the internal hidden

braces. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 75 - Beige / Short down jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Canadian Raccoon fur (dyed) Detachable

Fur (bottom of the jacket) Canadian Raccoon fur (dyed) Not detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Water-resistant

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   365 € 

BUN 75 is a short down jacket enriched with glamorous fur details. The garment is entirely Made

in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-tech components (such as

water-resistant zips), the jacket is the perfect ally against the extreme cold. The garment can also

be worn as a practical backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 

Description

Technical features

 BUN 75 - Red / Short down jacket 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA
The nylon is printed with a 

wool-like effect

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Canadian Raccoon fur (dyed) Detachable

Fur (bottom of the jacket) Canadian Raccoon fur (dyed) Not detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips (pockets) Water-resistant

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                      420 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 75 is a short down jacket enriched with glamorous fur details. The garment is entirely

Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-tech

components (such as water-resistant zips), the jacket is the perfect ally against the extreme

cold. The garment can also be worn as a practical backpack, thanks to the internal hidden

braces. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 75 - Pattern / Short down jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Canadian Raccoon fur (dyed) Detachable

Fur (bottom of the jacket) Canadian Raccoon fur (dyed) Not detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                      385 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 75 - Pink / Short down jacket 

Technical features

Description

BUN 75 is a short down jacket enriched with glamorous fur details. The garment is entirely

Made in Italy with an innovative recycled fabric. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-

tech components, the jacket is the perfect ally against the extreme cold. The garment can

also be worn as a practical backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Finnraccoon (dyed) Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips (pockets) Water-resistant

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   350 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 76 is a medium-lenght down jacket enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the

hood: the fur is 100% certified and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy

with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-tech components (such

as water-resistant zips), the jacket is the perfect ally against the extreme cold. The

garment can also be worn as a practical backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 76 - Blue / Down jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
The nylon is printed with a 

wool-like effect

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Finnraccoon (dyed) Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips (pockets) Water-resistant

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                     380 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 76 is a medium-lenght down jacket enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the hood:

the fur is 100% certified and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy with

Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-tech components (such as

water-resistant zips), the jacket is the perfect ally against the extreme cold. The garment

can also be worn as a practical backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 76 - Green / Down jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Finnraccoon (dyed) Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                     350 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 76 - Thyme / Down jacket

Technical features

Description

BUN 76 is a medium-lenght down jacket enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the hood:

the fur is 100% certified and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy with

Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down filling and the hi-tech components, the jacket is

the perfect ally against the extreme cold. The garment can also be worn as a practical

backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Finnraccoon (dyed) Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Belt
Elastic

Automatic fastening

Hand-embroidered with a  geometrical 

motif representing BUN's logo

Buttons Automatic

Main zip Double-way opening

Wrists Wind-stopper

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                       490 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 77 is a long down coat enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the hood: the fur is 100%

certified and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the

goose down filling and the hi-tech components (such as water-resistant zips and wind-stopper

wrists), the coat is the perfect ally against the extreme cold. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 77 - Brown / Long down coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The nylon is printed with a wool-like effect

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Blue Frost Fox Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Belt
Elastic

Automatic fastening

Hand-embroidered with a  geometrical motif 

representing BUN's logo

Buttons Automatic

Main zip Double-way opening

Wrists Wind-stopper

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                              550 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 77 is a long down coat enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the hood: the fur is 100% certified

and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy with talian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down

filling and the hi-tech components (such as water-resistant zips and wind-stopper wrists), the coat is

the perfect ally against the extreme cold. 

 BUN 77 - Grey /  Long down coat 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA The nylon is printed with a wool-like effect

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Silver fox (decolored) Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Belt
Elastic

Automatic fastening

Hand-embroidered with a  geometrical motif 

representing BUN's logo

Buttons Automatic

Main zip Double-way opening

Wrists Wind-stopper

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                              580 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 77 is a long down coat enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the hood: the fur is 100% certified

and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down

filling and the hi-tech components (such as water-resistant zips and wind-stopper wrists), the coat is

the perfect ally against the extreme cold. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 77 - Pattern / Long down coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur (border of the hood) Fox fur (dyed) Detachable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Belt
Elastic

Automatic fastening

Hand-embroidered with a  geometrical motif 

representing BUN's logo

Buttons Automatic

Main zip Double-way opening

Wrists Wind-stopper

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                              490 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 77 - Tortora / Long down coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN 77 is a long down coat enriched with a glamorous fur trim on the hood: the fur is 100% certified

and origin assured. The garment is entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the goose down

filling and the hi-tech components (such as water-resistant zips and wind-stopper wrists), the coat is

the perfect ally against the extreme cold. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (100 gr)

Collar (under part) Brown leather

Buttons Horn

Description

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   215 € 

BUN 78 is a basic yet trendy proposal, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The

minimal design is enriched by precious details, such as leather under the collar and

horn buttons. Practical and easy, the garment is perfect when travelling, as it is easily

packable and lightweighted. The thin layer of padding provides comfort and warmth.

The garment can also be used like a backpack thanks to the internal hidden braces. 

Technical features

F/W 22-23

 BUN 78 - Green / Padded coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (100 gr)

Collar (under part) Black leather

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   215 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 78 is a basic yet trendy proposal, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The

minimal design is enriched by precious details, such as leather under the collar and

horn buttons. Practical and easy, the garment is perfect when travelling, as it is easily

packable and lightweighted. The thin layer of padding provides comfort and warmth.

The garment can also be used like a backpack thanks to the internal hidden braces. 

 BUN 78 - Red / Padded coat 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (120 gr)

Collar (under part) Black leather

Belt Padded nylon Hand stitched

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   235 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 79 is a basic yet trendy proposal, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The

minimal design is enriched by precious details, such as leather under the collar and a

stitched belt. Practical and easy, the garment is perfect when travelling, as it is easily

packable and lightweighted. The thin layer of padding provides comfort and warmth. 

 BUN 79 - Black / Long padded coat 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL Recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (120 gr)

Collar (under part) Pink suede

Belt Padded nylon Hand stitched

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   280 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 79 - Pink / Long padded coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN 79 is a basic yet trendy proposal, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The

minimal design is enriched by precious details, such as leather under the collar and a

stitched belt. Practical and easy, the garment is perfect when travelling, as it is easily

packable and lightweighted. The thin layer of padding provides comfort and warmth. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Softshell (93%PL+7%EA) Water-resistant and wind-stopper

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Buttons Horn

Zips (pockets) Water-resistant

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                               260 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 80 is an innovative technical coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to

the high-tech components, such as the technical outer fabric and the water-resistant zippers,

the garment is a practical solution for everyday's life. The horn buttons and the elegant

design also make the coat a classic proposal.   

F/W 22-23

 BUN 80 - Black / Technical coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Softshell (93%PL+7%EA) Water-resistant and wind-stopper

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                250 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 81 is an innovative technical jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to the 

high-tech outer fabric, the garment is a practical solution for everyday's life. The horn buttons

and the elegant design, enhanced by a double-breasted fastening, also make the jacket a

classic proposal.   

F/W 22-23

 BUN 81 - White / Technical double-breasted jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Buttons Horn

Pockets
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   240 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 82 is a trendy quilted coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Enriched by

precious horn buttons and ton-sur-ton wool pockets, the garment is comfortable and

warm thanks to the internal padding. Sporty and glamorous, the coat is an extremely

versatile proposal.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 82 - Beige / Quilted coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Buttons Horn

Pockets
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   240 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 82 is a trendy quilted coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Enriched by

precious horn buttons and ton-sur-ton wool pockets, the garment is comfortable and

warm thanks to the internal padding. Sporty and glamorous, the coat is an extremely

versatile proposal.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 82 - Green / Quilted coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
Quilted; the fabric is 

recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Buttons Horn

Pockets 80%WS, 20%PA

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   275 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 82 - Avio / Quilted coat

Technical features

Description

BUN 82 is a trendy quilted coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Enriched by

precious horn buttons and ton-sur-ton wool pockets, the garment is comfortable and

warm thanks to the internal padding. Sporty and glamorous, the coat is an extremely

versatile proposal.



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Pockets
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   250 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 82 is a trendy quilted jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Enriched

by precious horn buttons and ton-sur-ton wool pockets, the garment is comfortable

and warm thanks to the internal padding. Sporty and glamorous, the jacket is an

extremely versatile proposal.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 83 - Blue / Quilted double-breasted jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Fabric Black leather

Inner lining 100% VI

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Zip Double-way opening

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   745 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 84 is a glamorous coat, entirely Made in Italy with leather of high quality. Classic

and trendy, the coat perfectly combines a minimalist design, which enhances the

quality of the leather, with practical details, such as the metallic double-way opening

zip. The internal padding provides softness at touch and warmth. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 84 - Black / Leather coat 



Material Type Further notes

Fabric Brown leather

Inner lining 100% VI

Padding Wadding (80 gr)

Belt Brown leather

The back side is hand-embroidered 

with a  geometrical motif representing 

BUN's logo

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                   880 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 85 is a glamorous coat, entirely Made in Italy with leather of high quality. The horn

buttons, the handmade embroideries and the elegant design make the coat a luxury proposal.

The internal padding provides softness at touch and warmth. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 85 - Brown / Long leather coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                455 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 86 is a classic wool and cashmere jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian

fabrics. Thanks to its medium lenght and its timeless shade of beige, the jacket is

extremely versatile and highly wearable. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 86 - Beige / Wool and cashmere jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   455 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 86 - Butter / Wool and cashmere jacket 

Technical features

Description

BUN 86 is a classic wool and cashmere jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian

fabrics. Thanks to its medium lenght and its delicate and timeless butter-white colour,

the jacket is extremely versatile and highly wearable. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   455 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 87 is a classic wool and cashmere jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian

fabrics. Thanks to its medium lenght and its timeless color, the jacket is extremely

versatile and highly wearable. The fitted cut and the double-breasted fastening with

horn buttons add a sophisticated touch.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 87 - Black / Wool and cashmere jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   600 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 87 is a trendy wool and cashmere jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian

fabrics. Highly wearable, thanks to its medium lenght, the jacket comes in a

captivating glamorous checked pattern. The fitted cut and the double-breasted

fastening with horn buttons add a sophisticated touch.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 87 - Pattern / Wool and cashmere jacket 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   430 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 88 is a wool and cashmere coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics.

Combining a clear-cut design with a trendy burgundy shade, the coat is both a classic

and glamorous proposal. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 88 - Red / Wool and cashmere coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   580 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 88 is a wool and cashmere coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks

to its clear-cut design and its versatile medium lenght, the coat is a timeless proposal.

The horn buttons and the fabric's pattern add a sophisticated touch. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 88 - Pattern / Wool and cashmere coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   555 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 89 is a classic wool and cashmere coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics.

The clear-cut design and the elegant lenght make this garment a timeless proposal,

enhanced by a classic double-breasted fastening. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 89 - Blue / Wool and cashmere long coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   700 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 89 is a classic wool and cashmere coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics.

The clear-cut design and the elegant lenght make this garment a timeless proposal,

whereas the pied-de-poule pattern adds a glamorous touch. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 89 - Pattern / Wool and cashmere long coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  555 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 90 is classic wool and cashmere long coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian

fabrics. Thanks to its timeless color and the elegant lenght, the coat is an authentic

wardrobe's essential. The fitted cut, the high collar and the double-breasted fastening

add a sophisticated bon-ton  touch. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 90 - Black / Wool and cashmere long coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Inner lining 100% VI

Buttons Horn Double-breasted

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   555 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 90 is classic wool and cashmere long coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian

fabrics. Thanks to the glamorous burgundy shade and the elegant lenght, the coat is

an authentic wardrobe's essential. The fitted cut, the high collar and the double-

breasted fastening add a sophisticated bon-ton  touch. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 90 - Red / Wool and cashmere long coat 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (dyed)

Buttons Horn

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   265 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 91 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin

assured fur. Enhanced by the glamorous fur trims and the horn buttons, the vest can

be worn alone or combined with a coat. Versatile and transeasonal, the vest is the

perfect accessory to be layered with other garments and increase the level of warmth

during cold days.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 91 - Gold / Padded vest with mink 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (dyed)

Buttons Horn

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   265 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 91 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin

assured fur. Enhanced by the glamorous fur trims and the horn buttons, the vest can

be worn alone or combined with a coat. Versatile and transeasonal, the vest is the

perfect accessory to be layered with other garments and increase the level of warmth

during cold days.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 91 - Brown / Padded vest with mink 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (natural)

Buttons Horn

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   265 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 91 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin

assured fur. Enhanced by the glamorous fur trims and the horn buttons, the vest can

be worn alone or combined with a coat. Versatile and transeasonal, the vest is the

perfect accessory to be layered with other garments and increase the level of warmth

during cold days.

F/W 22-23

 BUN 91 - Blue / Padded vest with mink 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (dyed)

Buttons Horn

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   265 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 91 - Thyme / Padded vest with mink 

Technical features

Description

BUN 91 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin

assured fur. Enhanced by the glamorous fur trims and the horn buttons, the vest can

be worn alone or combined with a coat. Versatile and transeasonal, the vest is the

perfect accessory to be layered with other garments and increase the level of warmth

during cold days.



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (dyed)

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand-embroidered 

with a geometrical motif representing 

BUN's logo

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                  325 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 92 is a one-size padded scarf, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin assured fur.

The glamorous fur trims and the adjustable embroidered belt make this accessory a perfect

alternative to traditional scarves. Versatile and transeasonal, the scarf can be worn alone or

layered over a classic coat to create unique looks. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 92 - Blue / Padded scarf with mink 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (natural)

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand-embroidered 

with a geometrical motif representing 

BUN's logo

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                  325 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 92 is a one-size padded scarf, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin assured fur.

The glamorous fur trims and the adjustable embroidered belt make this accessory a perfect

alternative to traditional scarves. Versatile and transeasonal, the scarf can be worn alone or

layered over a classic coat to create unique looks. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 92 - Black / Padded scarf with mink 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (dyed)

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand-embroidered 

with a geometrical motif representing 

BUN's logo

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                  325 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 92 - Thyme / Padded scarf with mink 

Technical features

Description

BUN 92 is a one-size padded scarf, entirely Made in Italy with certified and origin assured fur.

The glamorous fur trims and the adjustable embroidered belt make this accessory a perfect

alternative to traditional scarves. Versatile and transeasonal, the scarf can be worn alone or

layered over a classic coat to create unique looks. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (dyed)

Zip Metallic Hidden

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   240 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 93 is a padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The garment is

enhanced by glamorous ton-sur-ton mink pockets. The fur is 100% certified and

origin assured. Cozy and practical, thanks to the hidden metallic zipper, the vest is

extremely versatile, as it can be worn alone or layered under a classic coat to create a

warmer combination. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 93 - Green / Padded vest with mink pockets 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (dyed)

Zip Metallic Hidden

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   240 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 93 is a padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The garment is

enhanced by glamorous ton-sur-ton mink pockets. The fur is 100% certified and

origin assured. Cozy and practical, thanks to the hidden metallic zipper, the vest is

extremely versatile, as it can be worn alone or layered under a classic coat to create a

warmer combination. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 93 - Red / Padded vest with mink pockets 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
Quilted; the fabric is 

recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Fur Mink (natural)

Zip Plastic ton-sur-ton Hidden

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   250 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 93 - Butter / Padded vest with mink pockets

Technical features

Description

BUN 93 is a padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The garment is

enhanced by glamorous ton-sur-ton mink pockets. The fur is 100% certified and

origin assured. Cozy and practical, thanks to the hidden metallic zipper, the vest is

extremely versatile, as it can be worn alone or layered under a classic coat to create a

warmer combination. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric (back side) Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Nutria from Argentina (Dark)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable; the back side is 

hand embroidered with a 

geometrical motif 

representing BUN's logo

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                     345 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 94 is a one-size fur vest, entirely Made in Italy with real fur. Versatile and transeasonal,

the garment can be worn alone or combined with a coat to increase the level of warmth and

create stylish combinations. The vest is both practical and chic, combining a sporty hoodie

with a glamorous embroidery.  

 BUN 94 - Black / Padded vest with Nutria front and hood 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric (back side) Nylon 100% PL Quilted; the fabric is recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Shearling from Spain

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable; the back side is 

hand embroidered with a 

geometrical motif 

representing BUN's logo

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                     380 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 94 - Butter / Padded vest with Shearling fur front and hood 

Technical features

Description

BUN 94 is a one-size fur vest, entirely Made in Italy with real fur. Versatile and transeasonal,

the garment can be worn alone or combined with a coat to increase the level of warmth and

create stylish combinations. The vest is both practical and chic, combining a sporty hoodie

with a glamorous embroidery.  



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Inner lining (neck)
90% wool,

10% cashmere

High-end quality fabric 

from Lanificio Colombo

Fur Nutria from Argentina (Nut Brown)

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   425 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 95 is a one-size vest, entirely Made in Italy with real fur. Versatile and transeasonal, the

garment can be worn alone or combined with a coat to increase the level of warmth and create

stylish combinations. The vest is practical and comfortable, thanks to the cozy pouch pocket, the

adjustable belt and the cashmere lining around the neck.   

F/W 22-23

 BUN 95 - Beige / Padded vest with Nutria front 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
Quilted; the fabric is 

recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Nutria from Argentina

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   435 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 95 - Pink / Padded vest with Nutria front

Technical features

Description

BUN 95 is a one-size vest, entirely Made in Italy with real fur. Versatile and transeasonal, the

garment can be worn alone or combined with a coat to increase the level of warmth and create

stylish combinations. The vest is practical and comfortable, thanks to the cozy pouch pocket, the

adjustable belt and the cashmere lining around the neck.   



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL Quilted 

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Nutria from Argentina

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   425 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 95 - Thyme / Padded vest with Nutria front 

Technical features

Description

BUN 95 is a one-size vest, entirely Made in Italy with real fur. Versatile and transeasonal, the

garment can be worn alone or combined with a coat to increase the level of warmth and create

stylish combinations. The vest is practical and comfortable, thanks to the cozy pouch pocket, the

adjustable belt and the cashmere lining around the neck.   



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Rex rabbit (dyed)

Belt Brown leather Removable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   210 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 96 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The vest

is a glamorous proposal, enriched by a leather belt and a rex rabbit fur collar.

Versatile and transeasonal, the garment can be worn alone or combined under a

coat. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 96 - Green / Padded vest with Rex collar 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Rex Rabbit (dyed)

Belt Black leather Removable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   210 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 96 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The vest

is a glamorous proposal, enriched by a leather belt and a rex rabbit fur collar.

Versatile and transeasonal, the garment can be worn alone or combined under a

coat. 

 BUN 96 - Red / Padded vest with Rex collar 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
Quilted; the fabric is 

recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (dyed)

Belt Black leather Removable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   220 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 96 - Pink / Padded vest with mink collar 

Technical features

Description

BUN 96 is a one-size padded vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The vest

is a glamorous proposal, enriched by a leather belt and a mink fur collar. Versatile

and transeasonal, the garment can be worn alone or combined under a coat. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Brown leather

Outer fabric (back side) Nylon 100% PA Quilted

Inner lining Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (natural)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable, removable and hand 

embroidered with a geometric 

motif representing BUN's logo.

Padding Wadding (45 gr)

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                              280 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 97 is a one-size leather vest, entirely Made in Italy with high quality leather and certified

mink fur. Thanks to the sophisticated materials and the precious embroideries, the vest is a

glamorous luxury proposal. Wearable alone or combined with a coat, the garment is versatile

and transeasonal. 

 BUN 97 - Brown / Padded leather vest with Mink 

F/W 22-23



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Black leather 

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (dyed)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand embroidered 

with a geometric motif 

representing BUN's logo.

Buttons Automatic Hidden

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                             360 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 98 is a one-size leather and mink vest, entirely Made in Italy with high-end quality

materials. Thanks to the sophisticated materials and the precious embroideries, the vest is a

glamorous luxury proposal. The hidden buttons and the adjustable belt allow to control the

desired fit. The garment is perfect by itself or worn in combination with jackets and coats. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 98 - Black / Leather and Mink vest 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Brown leather

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (natural)

Belt Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand embroidered with 

a geometric motif representing BUN's 

logo.

Buttons Automatic Hidden

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                    360 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 98 is a one-size leather and mink vest, entirely Made in Italy with high-end quality materials.

Thanks to the sophisticated materials and the precious embroideries, the vest is a glamorous

luxury proposal. The hidden buttons and the adjustable belt allow to control the desired fit. The

garment is perfect by itself or worn in combination with jackets and coats. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 98 - Brown / Leather and Mink vest 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Blue leather

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Fur Mink (dyed)

Belt Gros-grain
Adjustable and hand embroided with 

BUN's logo

Buttons Automatic Hidden

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                                    360 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 98 - Avio / Leather and Mink vest

Technical features

Description

BUN 98 is a one-size leather and mink vest, entirely Made in Italy with high-end quality materials.

Thanks to the sophisticated materials and the combination between leather and fur, the vest is a

glamorous luxury proposal. The hidden buttons and the adjustable belt allow to control the

desired fit. The garment is perfect by itself or worn in combination with jackets and coats. 



Material Type Further notes

Fur Mink (natural)

Inner lining Nylon 100% PA

Pockets Brown leather Zip fastening

Belt (back side) Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand embroidered 

with a geometric motif 

representing BUN's logo.

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                             415 € 

Technical features

Description

BUN 99 is a one-size mink fur and leather vest, entirely Made in Italy. This accessory is a

trendy proposal, as it combines sophisticated materials and certified materials with

glamorous details. Thanks to the unique design, the garment can be worn by itself or

combined with jackets and coats. 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 99 - Brown / Mink and leather vest 



Material Type Further notes

Fur Mink (dyed)

Inner lining Nylon 100% PA

Pockets Black leather Zip fastening

Belt (back side) Gros-grain

Adjustable and hand embroidered 

with a geometric motif 

representing BUN's logo.

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                             415 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 99 - Black / Mink and leather vest 

Technical features

Description

BUN 99 is a one-size mink fur and leather vest, entirely Made in Italy. This accessory is a

trendy proposal, as it combines sophisticated materials and certified materials with

glamorous details. Thanks to the unique design, the garment can be worn by itself or

combined with jackets and coats. 



Material Type Further notes

Fur
Long-haired shearling 

from Spain

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                            780 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 101 - Green / Shearling Jacket 

Technical features

Description

BUN101 is a short shearling fur jacket, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials.

The sophisticated sage green color and the precious details, such as the horn buttons, give

this sporty jacket an elegant allure. Crafted with a long-haired and thick shearling fur, the

garment is ultra-cozy, fluffy and warm.. 



Material Type Further notes

Fur
Long-haired shearling 

from Spain

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                            880 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 102 - Beige / Shearling Coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN102 is a long shearling coat, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials. The

sophisticated beige color and the precious details, such as the horn buttons, make this coat

a chic and timeless outerwear piece. Crafted with a long-haired and thick shearling fur, the

coat is an epitome of warmth and comfort. 



Material Type Further notes

Fur
Short-haired shearling 

from Spain

Buttons Horn

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                            980 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 103 - Green / Reversible Shearling Coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN103 is a long shearling coat, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials. As it is

fully reversibile, the coat allows for both a sporty and elegant look, whether it is worn on the

leather side or on the fur side. Crafted with a short-haired shearling fur, the garment is both

warm and light-weighted, therefore being suitable for winter and mid-seasons as well. 



Material Type Further notes

Fur Shearling from Spain

Zip
Metallic, double way 

opening

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                            860 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 104 - Beige / Reversible Shearling Coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN104 is a long shearling coat, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials. As it is

fully reversibile, the coat allows for both a sporty and elegant look, whether it is worn on the

leather side or on the fur side. Crafted with a short-haired shearling fur, the garment is both

warm and light-weighted, therefore being suitable for winter and mid-seasons as well. 



Material Type Further notes

Fur
Long-haired shearling 

from Spain

Zip opening Ton-sur-ton

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                             715 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 105 - Pink / Shearling Jacket

Technical features

Description

BUN105 is a short shearling fur jacket, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials.

The classic aviator design is enhanced by an innovative and delicate orchid-pink shade,

which makes the garment sporty yet elegant. Crafted with a long-haired and thick shearling

fur, the jacket is ultra-cozy, fluffy and warm.. .



Material Type Further notes

Fur
Long-haired shearling 

from Spain

Zip opening Ton-sur-ton

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                             715 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 105 - Thyme / Shearling Jacket

Technical features

Description

BUN105 is a short shearling fur jacket, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials.

The classic aviator design is enhanced by an innovative and delicate thyme-green shade,

which makes the garment sporty yet elegant. Crafted with a long-haired and thick shearling

fur, the jacket is ultra-cozy, fluffy and warm.. .



Material Type Further notes

Fur
Short-haired shearling 

from Spain

Buttons Metallic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                             710 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 106 - Avio / Shearling jacket 

Technical features

Description

BUN 106 is a short shearling jacket, entirely Made in Italy with top-quality raw materials. The

garment is sporty and glamour, thanks to the metallic buttons and the double pair of

pockets. Cozy and lightweighted, the jacket is suitable for winter and mid-seasons as well.



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Hidden, ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  350 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 107 - Avio / Short down jacket 

Technical features

Description

BUN 107 is a medium-lenght down jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics.

Oversized and warm, yet extremely light-weighed, the jacket provides an unparalleled

coziness. The hidden zips and the high neck maximize the clean aesthetic and the

comfortable feeling of the garment. The jacket can also be used like a backpack, thanks to

the internal hidden braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Hidden, ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  395 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 108 - Pink / Down jacket ì

Technical features

Description

BUN 108 is a medium-lenght down jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics.

Oversized and warm, yet extremely light-weighed, the jacket provides an unparalleled

coziness. The hidden zips and the soft cotton drawstrings maximize the clean aesthetic and

the comfortable feeling of the garment. The jacket can also be used like a backpack, thanks

to the internal hidden braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Hidden, ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  395 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 109 - Butter / Down coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN 109 is a long puffer coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Oversized and warm,

yet extremely light-weighed, the coat provides an unparalleled coziness. The hidden zips

and the soft cotton drawstrings maximize the clean aesthetic and the comfortable feeling of

the garment. The jacket can also be used like a backpack, thanks to the internal hidden

braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
Quilted; the fabric is 

recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  375 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 110 - Thyme / Down jacket 

Technical features

Description

BUN 110 is a medium-lenght down jacket, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Oversized

and warm, yet extremely light-weighed, the jacket provides an unparalleled coziness. Thanks

to the double pair of pockets and the quilting, the garment is structured and glamorous. The

jacket  can also be used like a backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL
Quilted; the fabric is 

recycled

Inner fabric Nylon 100% PA

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Zips Ton-sur-ton

Buttons Automatic

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  355 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 111 - Butter / Down vest

Technical features

Description

BUN 111 is a medium-lenght down vest, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to

the quilting technique and the oversize hood, the garment is structured and glamorous. The

vest can also be used like a backpack, thanks to the internal hidden braces. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   105 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 112 - Avio / Down scarf 

Technical features

Description

BUN 112 is a unconventional down scarf, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to

lacking of buttons or zips, the scarf is cozy and easy to wear. The goose down filling and the

light weight make the scarf exceptionally comfortable. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   105 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 112 - Butter / Down scarf 

Technical features

Description

BUN 112 is a unconventional down scarf, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to

lacking of buttons or zips, the scarf is cozy and easy to wear. The goose down filling and the

light weight make the scarf exceptionally comfortable. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   135 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 113 - Pink / Down scarf 

Technical features

Description

BUN 113 is a unconventional down scarf, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to

the pockets and the adjustable belt, the scarf is practical and easy to wear. The goose down

filling and the light weight make the scarf exceptionally comfortable. 



Material Type Further notes

Outer fabric Nylon 100% PL The fabric is recycled

Belt Gros-grain Adjustable

Down filling
90% goose down, 

10% top quality feathers

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                   135 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 113 - Thyme / Down scarf (

Technical features

Description

BUN 113 is a unconventional down scarf, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. Thanks to

the pockets and the adjustable belt, the scarf is practical and easy to wear. The goose down

filling and the light weight make the scarf exceptionally comfortable. 



Material Type Further notes

Fabric 80%WS + 20%PA

Belt Removable

Wholesale Price (ex-works)                                  480 € 

F/W 22-23

 BUN 114 - Avio / Unlined wool coat 

Technical features

Description

BUN114 is a long wool-blend coat, entirely Made in Italy with Italian fabrics. The superb

comfort given by this soft wool-blend is maximized by the absence of lining and buttons,

whereas the removable belt adds a practical and sophisticated detail. 


